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Abstract

In ATM networks, the Guaranteed Frame Rate (GFR) service has been proposed to accommodate non-real-time traffic with packet size not
exceeding a maximum length, such as TCP/IP based traffic. The GFR service not only guarantees a minimum throughput at the frame level,
but also supports a fair share of available resources. In this article, we propose a buffering strategy called Intelligent Fair Buffer Allocation
(IFBA) that provides minimum cell rate (MCR) guarantees and fair sharing to GFR virtual circuits (VCs). From the simulation results, we
demonstrate that IFBA fulfills the requirements of GFR service as well as improves the TCP throughput using the FIFO scheduling.q 2000
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The Guaranteed Frame Rate (GFR)/UBR1 (GFR here-
after) service category is intended for user applications
which are neither able to specify the range of traffic para-
meter values, nor able to comply with the behavior rules
required by existing ATM services [1–5]. The goal of the
GFR service is to bring the features of ATM performance
and service guarantees to users who are currently unable to
take these advantages. The GFR service requires minimal
interactions between users and ATM networks, but still
provides certain level of service guarantees. Clearly, the
simplicity of the service specification does come with the
cost in terms of the complexity imposed on the network.
GFR service provides a minimum packet rate guarantee for
traffic streams with maximum packet size no larger than a
given value, this is an important issue in GFR specification.
In addition, the service also specifies that the excessive
traffic of each user should fairly share the available resource.

We define the goodput as the valid throughput in terms of
the higher layer protocol. The goodput of TCP over ATM
networks may be quite low due to the wasted bandwidth for
transmitting cells of corrupted packets, in which at least one
cell is missed. Here we assume that the number of error cells
can be ignored. The packet fragmentation can result in

wasted bandwidth due to invalid packet transmission caused
by the cell loss. It has been demonstrated that the packet-
discard strategies, i.e. early packet discard (EPD) and partial
packet discard (PPD), alleviate packet fragmentation
problem and restores goodput [8,9]. It can be found that
PPD improves performance to a certain degree, but its good-
put is still not optimal. To further improve the performance,
EPD has been proposed. In EPD, the entire higher-layer
protocol data unit will be dropped when the buffer occu-
pancy reaches a certain threshold. Although the goodput of
EPD is better than PPD, it is difficult to decide the value of
threshold in EPD. For the small threshold value, the
goodput can be improved, but the buffer utilization is infer-
ior. On the other hand, if we use a large threshold, the buffer
utilization is high, but it also leads to more corrupted
packets.

The GFR service intends to support non-real-time appli-
cations. Up to now, the most of multimedia services on
Internet are web-based. The expected real-time multimedia
services, such as video conference, IP telephony and video
on demand, are not matured yet. The GFR service might be
a solution ready for current web-based multimedia applica-
tions. The identification of these service-guaranteed packets
is based on the modified GFRA (F-GCRA) [13]. Ref. [2]
defines the F-GCRA as a token counter which is incremen-
ted at the minimum cell rate (MCR) rate up to maximum
burst size (MBS). MBS is set to 2× MFS, where MFS is the
maximum frame size. When the first cell of a packet arrives,
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if the token counter is no less than MBS/2, all cells of the
packet are deemed eligible�CLP� 0� for service guaran-
tees and each of them consumes a token when forwarded.
Otherwise, these cells are considered non-eligible�CLP�
1� and they will not consume any token.

The packet-based push-out buffering mechanism [14]
improves the total TCP throughput and fairness, but it
complicates the buffer management. In this study, we
propose a GFR traffic control scheme called Intelligent
Fair Buffer Allocation (IFBA) that improves our previous
work [14] by reducing the implementation complexity of
switching system design. Our scheme demonstrates that it
is feasible and efficient to support QoS of GFR service
through FIFO queuing discipline. The organization of this
article is as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of GFR
implementation alternatives. In Section 3, we present the
proposed IFBA strategy. The simulation model and numer-
ical results are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 concludes
the work.

2. Overview of GFR schemes

2.1. TCP flow-control behavior

TCP uses a window-based flow control mechanism, its
window-adjustment algorithm consists of two phases. A
connection begins with the slow-start phase. When a new
connection is established, its congestion window (CWND)
is initialized to one segment. Upon receiving an ACK
packet, the CWND is increased by one segment. This
process continues until it reaches a slow-start threshold
(SSTHRESH, typically 65,535 bytes). The sender can trans-
mit up to either CWND or receiver’s advertised window, the
smaller one will be chosen. It can be shown that CWND
increases exponentially every round-trip time. When
congestion occurs (indicated by a timeout or by reception
of duplicated ACKs), one half of the current window-size
value (the smaller value between the CWND and the recei-
ver’s advertised window, with a minimum of two segments)
is saved in SSTHRESH. Additionally, if the congestion is
indicated by an expired timer, the CWND will be set to one
segment. If CWND were no greater than SSTHRESH, TCP
is in slow-start phase; otherwise it is in congestion avoid-
ance phase. In the latter case, CWND is increased by
((segment size× segment size)/CWND) whenever an
ACK is received, and it results in a linear increase of
CWND. TCP Reno implements the fast retransmit and
recovery algorithms [6] that allow the connection to quickly
recover from isolated segment losses.

It is known that fast retransmit and recovery cannot
recover multiple packet losses but only cause the exponen-
tial increment phase to last a very short time, and the linear
increment phase to begin with a very small window. As a
result, the TCP operates at a very low rate and loses a certain
amount of throughput. TCP new Reno is a modification to

fast retransmit and recovery. In TCP new Reno, the sender
can recover from multiple packet losses without having to
time out [7].

2.2. Related packet-discard strategies

An efficient GFR service scheduling strategy should
allow each flow passing through a network node to get a
fair resource share. The fair queuing scheduling serves flows
in proportion to certain predetermined shares as well as
protects the service deterioration of ill-behaved sources.
Several fair queuing service disciplines have been discussed
extensively in the literature, examples are, weighted fair
queuing (WFQ) [16], virtual clock [17], packet-by-packet
generalized processor sharing (PGPS) [18,19], and self-
clocked fair queuing (SCFQ) [20]. However, the drawback
of these dynamic time-priority schemes are the high proces-
sing overhead required for tracking the progress of tasks and
scheduling the time-stamped packets. It has been suggested
in Ref. [4] that a simple rate-guaranteeing discipline (i.e.
Weighted Round Robin) with per-VC (virtual circuit) queu-
ing is indeed necessary to ensure GFR service. However, the
per-VC queuing would greatly complicate the switching
system design.

Several approaches have been proposed to provide rate
guarantees to TCP sources through FIFO queuing in ATM
networks. The Selected Drop (SD) and Fair Buffer Alloca-
tion (FBA) schemes use per-connection accounting to main-
tain the current buffer utilization for each UBR1 VC
[10,11]. Since these two schemes compare the per-connec-
tion queue lengths with a global threshold, they can just
guarantee equal throughput but not specific rate for compet-
ing VCs. Besides, they cannot support packet priority,
which is based on tagging. Another scheme to implement
GFR service through tagging and FIFO queuing has been
proposed in Ref. [12], which designates threshold control
based on the packet priorities. When the global queue length
exceeds the first threshold, packets tagged�CLP� 1� as
lower priority are dropped. When the queue occupancy
exceeds the second threshold, EPD will be performed on
all packets. The scheme neither provides per-connection
throughput guarantee nor achieves fairness in allocating
bandwidth to competing VCs.

Goyal et al. [13] proposed a buffer management scheme
called Differential Fair Buffer Allocation (DFBA). It main-
tains two discard thresholds, the low threshold (Lthreshold) and
the high threshold (Hthreshold). Tagged packets are discarded
when the buffer occupancy exceedsLthreshold and EPD is
performed on all packets when the buffer occupancy
exceedsHthreshold. BetweenLthresholdandHthreshold, the incom-
ing untagged packets�CLP� 0� of VCi are dropped in
probabilistic manner if VCi has larger buffer occupancy
than its fair share. The simulation result in Ref. [13]
shows that it can provide MCR guarantees to GFR VCs,
however, excessive bandwidth cannot be shared in
proportional to MCR. Besides, it is difficult to determine
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the value of thresholds in DFBA. With a small low-thresh-
old value, tagged packets are dropped unnecessarily, and
this results in low TCP throughput. If the low threshold is
set to a large value, the TCP throughput can be improved.
Nevertheless, it may cause poor fairness. On the other hand,
a small high threshold value reduces TCP throughput, while
a large value decreases the goodput. In the next section, we
propose an intelligent and fair buffer allocation to fulfill the
GFR service requirements.

3. Proposed GFR traffic control

GFR can be used between ATM edge devices. For exam-
ple, IP routers connected through an ATM network can set
up GFR VCs between them for data transfer. Fig. 1 illus-
trates a configuration where the ATM cloud connects LANs

and routers. ATM end systems may also establish GFR VC
connections between them to obtain a minimum throughput
guarantee.

To provide GFR service guarantees, we propose an intel-
ligent fair buffer allocation (IFBA) approach which is
constituted by the selective packet-discard associated with
a virtual packet-based push-out buffering scheme. In this
work, IFBA supports GFR service according to the GFR.2
conformance definition [12]. The conformance tests of the
F-GCRA are intended to allow the network to satisfy the
GFR service guarantee. By keeping the throughput of
untagged cells, it can achieve MCR for GFR service.
However, the amount of untagged packets is always insuffi-
cient to achieve MCR throughput due to the bursty nature of
TCP traffic. In TCP new Reno, when the network suffers
congestion, the TCP CWND will decrease to CWND/2 and
wait for one-half the round-trip time to retransmit the lost
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Fig. 2. The relation between TCP CWND and token occupancy.



segments. The tokens generated during this time interval
may cause the bucket overflow, as shown in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2, we set the maximum TCP segment size to
512 bytes, which will be divided into 12 cells of payload.
The bucket size is twice the segment size (24 cells), and the
token generation rate is MCR (10 Mbps). We can find that
once a segment gets lost, TCP CWND will be reduced and
the transmission will be halted. Then the bucket may over-
flow after the time interval (i.e. available bucket size/MCR).
Obviously, the throughput of untagged cells cannot satisfy
the MCR guarantee through F-GCRA. The implementation
of the F-GCRA must be more stringent than that in Ref. [2].

Using FIFO queuing, it needs a specific buffering scheme
to police the incoming packets to guarantee the GFR
service. A flow can share more service by sending more
traffic to keep a higher occupancy in the FIFO queue. To
guarantee the fair sharing of the link capacity, an arriving
packet should be either admitted or discarded according to
the fairness rules. A switch can use per-VC accounting to
realize the dynamic sharing of the buffer space among all
TCP flows. LetCGFR be the current bandwidth available for
GFR traffic in an output port, andri be the requested service
rate of VCi, where 1# i # n: In a FIFO service discipline,
the service rateri can be achieved if VCi maintains an aver-
age buffer occupancy ofbi cells in the FIFO queue, where

bi � ri

CGFR
×
Xn
j�1

bj �1 # j # n�

Then VCi can obtain a service rateri �ri $ CGFR × �bi =B��:
That means the throughput experienced by a connection VCi

is proportional to its average fraction of buffer occupancy,
which can be preset as a threshold TLi. Hence, if the buffer
occupancy of VCi is maintained at a desired level, its service
rate can also be controlled. In this work, each VC first allo-
cates its MCR and the rest of the available bandwidth is
through weighted sharing based on the proportion of
MCR. This is to conform the requirement of fairly sharing
any excess bandwidth in GFR [21]. We assign an appropri-
ate TLi to represent the fair share of buffer occupancy for
VCi packets as follows:

TL i �
MCRi 1 CGFR 2

Xn
i�1

MCRi

 !
× MCRi =

Xn
i�1

MCRi

 !
W

× B

Assume that the output port in an ATM switch uses a FIFO
queue of sizeB (in cell units) forn GFR connections, and
the maximum frame size (MFS) for VCi is L cells �1 # i #
n�: The switch maintains a state variableBabs to track the
available buffer space. Three variables are needed for each
VCi: PLi is used to count the incoming packet length, NCi is
the actual number of cells of VCi in the buffer, and TCi is the
total number of tagged cells of VCi in the buffer.

3.1. Selective packet-discard strategy

Given an ATM switch, assume an output port has a FIFO
queue of sizeB (in cell units) allocated forn GFR connec-
tions. Also, we assume that the maximum packet size isL
cells.

EPD strategy is based on either a static- or dynamic
threshold. In the latter, the switch sets the threshold accord-
ing to the number of active VCs. Our proposed method also
uses a dynamic threshold based on the tracking of the avail-
able buffer space. The switch maintains a state variableBabs

to estimate the available buffer space and a static threshold
TH to perform EPD.

The proposed method operates as follows:

1. Initially, the switch sets the value ofBabs to B and PLi to
zero�1 # i # n�:

2. If Babsis no less than one, the first cell of a packet arriving
at the output buffer will be admitted into the buffer and
Babs will be set toBabs2 L:

3. Otherwise, check the buffer occupancy. If the buffer
occupancy is less than TH, only the untagged packet
will be admitted andBabs will be updated toBabs2 L:
Else, the switch will drop the first arriving cell and all
subsequent cells belonging to the same packet.

4. Whenever a cell is served,Babsis incremented by one if it
is less thanB (i.e. buffer is not empty). When the first cell
of a packet from connectioni is admitted into the buffer,
the PLi is incremented by one, and the switch starts to
count the length of this incoming packet until its last cell
is received, thenBabs is updated toBabs1 L 2 PLi :

Note that there may be multiple cells arriving within a
cell-slot time, in such case, the cell service sequence will
follow the predetermined order. The switch can identify the
last cell of the incoming packet by checking the ATM-layer
user-to-user (AUU) indication bit specified in the cell
header. Once a switch discards the first cell of a packet, it
continues to discard the subsequent cells of the same incom-
ing packet.

By tracking the available buffer space, the dynamic
threshold packet-discard method efficiently improves the
buffer utilization. Also, the proposed method based on
dynamic threshold can achieve almost 100% goodput.
Moreover, it improves the TCP throughput to a near-optimal
level.

3.2. Virtual packet-based push-out buffering scheme

The push-out buffering scheme ensures the fair sharing of
network resource, but it complicates the buffer manage-
ment. To reduce the complexity, we propose the virtual
push-out process (VPOP) which is different from the
push-out operation. The main idea of virtual push-out is
based on dropping packet from front and re-tagging the
packet. Briefly, in our method, if the untagged packet
is dropped due to buffer overflow, then the VPOP will
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re-produce an untagged packet by re-tagging the cell and
punish the ill-behaved source by dropping its packet from
the head of FIFO.

Two state variables are needed for each VC: Restore[i] is

the number of discarded untagged packet of VCj �1 # i;
j # n�; and Push[j] is the number of tagged packets of VCi

to be dropped. Since the untagged packets are dropped only
whenBabs # 0 and the buffer occupancy is larger than TH.
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Fig. 4. The procedure of cell transmission in IFBA control approach.



When the first cell of the incoming untagged packet of VCi

is rejected and NCi 1 L is less than or equal to its threshold
TL i, the VPOP will select the maximum ratio of TCj to TLj

(i.e. the most ill-behaved source) as a candidate. Then, the
VPOP increases both Restore[i] and Push[j] by 1.

Consequently, VPOP will perform the virtual packet push-
out by dropping the tagged packet from the front. If an HOL
cell is the first cell of the tagged packet and Push�j� $ 1; it is
dropped and all the subsequent cells of the same packet are
also discarded. In the mean time, the Push[j] is updated to
Push�j�2 1: The VPOP is unable to achieve fair buffer shar-
ing immediately, which is different from the push-out opera-
tion. But dropping packets from the front will cause duplicate
acknowledgements to be sent for whole buffer-drain-time
earlier than the case of dropping from the tail.

As described above, correspondingly receiving earlier
duplicated acknowledgements in sources cause earlier
reduction in window sizes [15]. In all TCP versions, the
window is at least halved upon the detection of a loss.
Halving the window causes the source to stop sending
packets for approximately half a typical round-trip time.
The drastic rate reduction from these sources allows cells
from other sources to successfully enter the buffer. Thus the
congestion can be alleviated earlier and this can reduce or
even eliminate the later over-reaction by sources.

If an untagged packet is dropped, the VPOP will record it
and try to make up the number of untagged packets by
updating tagged packets�CLP� 1� as untagged packets
�CLP� 0�: Re-tagging a tagged packet can result in the
same effect as pushing out a tagged packet and admitting
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an untagged one. If the number of untagged packets is suffi-
cient to achieve MCR throughput, the proposed method
obviously can fulfill the requirements of GFR service.

Assume that the untagged packet with lengthL is dropped
and the length of re-tagged packet isL. A problem of virtual
push-out scheme is the variation of packet size. IfL , L;
then the size of the re-tagged packet will be too small to
satisfy MCR. Since a block of data transferred to the trans-
port layer is mostly divided into several packets of a fixed
size. Only the size of the last packet will be smaller than the
maximum segment sizeL. In addition, it is possible that the
re-tagging process increases MCR. The re-tagging process
would not affect the guaranteed MCR for the GFR service.

The detailed flowcharts for the procedure of cell receiving
and transmission in IFBA control approach are illustrated in
Figs. 3 and 4. PSi is the packet state bit of VCi and the incom-
ing cell of VCi will be discarded if PSi is set to 1. Initially, NCi

and PLi are set to 0 andBabs is set to the total buffer size.

4. Simulation and performance evaluation

4.1. Simulation environment

A simple network topology shown in Fig. 5 is used to
illustrate the effect of our proposed strategy. As shown in
the figure, five local IP/ATM edge switches connected to
backbone ATM switches with each edge switch carrying
traffic from 10 TCP sources. Each TCP source follows the
new Reno flow control, the congestion-window variation of
a TCP connection is shown in Fig. 6. The backbone link
carries five GFR VCs, each comes from a local network.
Each GFR VC carries traffic from 10 TCP connections,
which are all greedy sources. The allocated GFR bandwidth

for each VC are 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 Mbps, respectively. All
network links are OC-3 and therefore the cell transmission
time is about 2.78ms which is defined as a cell slot time. The
propagation delay is 2 slot times between adjacent backbone
switch, and 8 slot times between backbone switches. We first
use a buffer size of 25K cells in the backbone switch and fix
the TH at Buffer Size2 2 × L: We also evaluate IFBA
performance with buffer sizes of 6K and 3K cells.

The GFR capacity is fixed at the link rate. Two sets of
MCR allocations are employed for per-VC MCR allocation.
In the first set, the MCR values for VC1 to VC5 are approxi-
mately 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 Mbps, respectively, giving a total
MCR allocations be 50% of the GFR capacity. In the second
set, the MCR values for VC1 to VC5 are approximately 8.5,
17, 25.5, 34 and 42.5 Mbps, respectively. This results in a
total MCR allocation of 85% of the GFR capacity.

All required TCP/IP and ATM layer are implemented in
our simulation. The maximum TCP segment size is 512 bytes
which results in 568 bytes of AAL5 PDU. The AAL5 PDU is
padded to produce 12 cells at the ATM layer. On the receiv-
ing side, the received cells are re-assembled and into the IP
datagram, and then passed to the TCP layer.

In the simulations, we investigate and compare the
performance characteristics of our proposed scheme with
DFBA scheme [13]. The two thresholds of DFBA,Lthreshold

and Hthreshold, are set to 0.5 and 0.9 of the buffer capacity,
respectively. The major performance measures considered
here are the TCP throughput and the fair sharing of the
network resource.

4.2. Numerical results

The throughput and fairness comparisons between DFBA
and the proposed IFBA under different buffer sizes and
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Table 1
Comparison of DFBA and IFBA (50% MCR allocation, Buffer Size� 25K
cells)

DFBA IFBA

Total throughput 141.553 148.296
Fairness index 0.961566 0.99349

Table 2
Comparison of DFBA and IFBA (85% allocation, Buffer Size� 25K cells)

DFBA IFBA

Total throughput 146.04 149.533
Fairness index 0.994637 0.998971

Table 3
Effect of buffer size (50% MCR allocation, Buffer Size� 6K cells)

DFBA IFBA

Total throughput 132.83 144.122
Fairness index 0.961005 0.992936

Table 4
Effect of buffer size (85% MCR allocation, Buffer Size� 6K cells)

DFBA IFBA

Total throughput 143.149 148.51
Fairness index 0.963828 0.999801

Table 5
Effect of buffer size (50% MCR allocation, Buffer Size� 3K cells)

DFBA IFBA

Total throughput 132.771 140.584
Fairness index 0.949308 0.992425

Table 6
Effect of buffer size (85% MCR allocation, Buffer Size� 3K cells)

DFBA IFBA

Total throughput 142.882 147.844
Fairness index 0.990279 0.997619



per-VC MCR allocations are shown in Tables 1–6. The
fairness measure is based on the Fairness Index, which is
defined as

Xn
i�1

xi =fi

 !2

n ×
Xn
i�1

�xi =fi�2
 !

wherexi is the actual throughput of VCi andfi is the GFR
capacity of VCi.

Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate the performance of DFBA and
IFBA when 50 and 85% of the GFR capacity are allocated
as the MCR values, respectively. Although both schemes
can satisfy MCR guarantees, our proposed scheme provides
better throughput than DFBA. As shown in Tables 1 and 2,
our scheme improves the total throughput by approximately
6.7 and 3.5 Mbps, respectively. IFBA is based on a dynamic
threshold instead of static threshold in DFBA. IFBA
discards or pushes out some tagged packets only when the
network is under potential congestion condition (i.e.Babs #
0�: However, DFBA drops all incoming tagged packet when
buffer occupancy grows larger thanLthreshold. As a result,
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Fig. 7. Per-VC throughput (50% MCR allocation, buffer size� 25K cells).

Fig. 8. Per-VC throughput (85% MCR allocation, buffer size� 25K cells).



IFBA increases the buffer utilization and reduce the number
of dropped packets, and consequently, increases the total
throughput.

The performance of DBFA is better for the 85% MCF
allocation than that for the 50% MCR allocation. The main
reason is because DBFA performs EPD on tagged packets
when the buffer occupancy exceedsLthreshold. Since F-GCRA
is used to tag non-eligible AAL5-PDUs at the edge switch,
there are more tagged packets for 50% MCR allocation.
Therefore, more packets are dropped. This results in inferior
throughput. Besides, there are more untagged packets for
85% MCR allocation hence DFBA can derive better fairness
under this case.

The fairness index shown in the bottom rows of Tables 1
and 2 indicates that the fair share of buffer space can be
maintained by the virtual push-out process with IFBA. The
most unfair case in DFBA is that the buffer space below
Lthresholdare occupied by ill-behaved sources. Although the
DFBA will drop packets from ill-behaved sources once the
buffer occupancy gets larger thanLthreshold, however, it may
cause losses of tagged packets from well-behaved sources
(i.e. TCi , TL i�: The throughput of the VC with the highest
allocated MCR will be decreased due to the unfair buffer
allocation. From Table 1, the improvement of fairness in
IFBA is more clear as the total MCR allocation gets
lower. With fewer MCR allocation, the lack of untagged
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Fig. 10. Per-VC throughput (85% MCR allocation, Buffer Size� 6K cells).



packets will cause unfairness due to the discarding of tagged
packets.

By setting the buffer size of the bottleneck backbone-
switch to 6K- and 3K cells, we show the effect of buffer
size on performance of both schemes in Figs. 9–12 and
Tables 3–6. These four figures show that both DFBA and
IFBA can provide MCR guarantees even when the bottle-
neck backbone-switch has small buffers. Obviously, the
total throughput decreases as the buffer size is reduced.
From Tables 3 and 5, the total throughput degradation is
approximately 8.7 and 8.8 Mbps in DFBA, and 4.2 and
7.7 Mbps in IFBA, respectively. It is clear that IFBA experi-
ences less serious throughput degradation than DFBA.

Similar results can be observed in Tables 4 and 6 when
the total MCR allocation is 85% of the GFR capacity. The
proposed IFBA scheme has smaller throughput degradation
for 50% MCR allocation and the difference is much smaller
for 85% MCR allocation. These numerical results demon-
strate that IFBA can achieve higher throughput as well as
better fairness with smaller buffer. We can conclude that
IFBA is more efficient that DFBA.

5. Conclusions

The Guaranteed Frame Rate service has been designed to
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Fig. 11. Per-VC throughput (50% MCR allocation, Buffer Size� 3K cells).

Fig. 12. Per-VC throughput (85% MCR allocation, Buffer Size� 3K cells).



provide the TCP traffic through ATM networks. In this
work, we have shown that the proposed control approach
is able to fulfill the requirements of GFR service through
FIFO queuing service. The selective-discard scheme
combined with virtual packet-based push-out mechanism
provides a nearly optimal throughput and remarkable fair
share of network resource among competing connections.
The virtual packet-based push-out scheme reduces the
implementation complexity of buffer management as well
as improves the total TCP throughput and fairness.
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